the culture of swimming pools

[CULTURE]
Culture means common experience and long-standing
tradition. It bestows identity, it influences lives and spaces.
Culture creates atmosphere beyond the ephemeral and ever

“Culture is a finite segment of the meaningless
infinity of world affairs on which human beings confer
meaning and significance.”
Max Weber, German cultural scholar and sociologist, 1904

increasing challenges of the working world.
Culture encompasses everything humans give rise to. This is
the view held by Steuler Pool Linings too:

THE CULTURE OF SWIMMING-POOLS
Experience and tradition – solid and dependable – individual
and dissociated from the modernist zeitgeist with its shifting
fashion trends. With time-tested, reliable technology and
insight. We understand our customers and build swimming
pools that incorporate the wishes and ideas of the owners and
operators down to the smallest of details.
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900 pools
300.000 m water area
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23 countries
45 years of experience
STEULER POOL LININGS – THE POOL COMPANY
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[EXPERTISE]
Steuler Pool Linings is your number one choice for swimming pool construction and
waterproofing technology. Decades of experience and hundreds of pools – using
carefully matched materials, innovative technologies and the expertise and ingenuity
needed to realise any project. We draw attention to the waterproofing details and are
happy to advise you on the associated cost aspects too. We naturally offer you invaluable
assistance with the selection of materials and project implementation too.
We use state-of-the-art CAD systems to transform your ideas and specifications into
concrete plans – down to designing a detailed tiling layout for your tile or natural stone
surfaces. From the first consultation to project implementation, we assign you a single
contact person for everything. He or she is responsible for managing the project team,
planning and coordinating project implementation and ensuring that installation work is
performed in accordance with the agreed design. The issuing of installation instructions
and on-site project supervision are the sole responsibility of Steuler Pool Linings. For
you, this means absolute reliability and comprehensive support with every aspect of
your pool project.
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Whether the word “spa” was originally derived from the Latin “SANUS PER AQUA” or from the

It is also indisputable that many hotels and resorts are distinguished by their wellness and

Belgian therapeutic bath town of Spa is a matter of dispute – what is not in dispute, however,

spa facilities and that they win many satisfied customers as a result. Spas provide guests with

is the effect: water is life, it allows us to flourish, it is vital for well-being and relaxation.

an immediate impression of the quality and service standards of a hotel. Attractive wellness
areas with associated offerings can benefit your hotel while imparting it with its own individual and unmistakable character. Steuler Pool Linings takes your personal vision of individ-

[SPA]
STEULER Pool Linings

ual forms, design, colour scheme and fittings and turns them into reality in a spa perfectly
matched to the style of your hotel.
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“Thanks to Steuler Pool Linings’s experience, expertise and the many ideas they came up with, we had a
partner who was able to help us design our entire wellness area and consistently master even the most
challenging aspects of the project here on our island in the middle of the Atlantic.”
Roland Bachmeier
Managing Director of the GALO Resort, Madeira
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[PRIVATE]
Privatum or privus, “one’s own” – personal and individual, a swimming pool or a
spa landscape that is as much a reflection of your style and personality as your own
signature.
Fascinating surfaces, stimulating colours, exciting contrasts, co-ordinated forms,
natural stone refinements – with Pool Linings, the possibilities are bound only by your
imagination. We discuss the project with you and your project partners in person, offer
invaluable assistance with the design as well as the selection of materials, specify
the waterproofing details with you and professionally manage the project through to
performance of the work by our highly experienced specialist technicians.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO TALKING WITH YOU.
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“Steuler Pool Linings demonstrated sound economic sense during the planning

“Custom-designed and highly durable turnkey solutions for swimming pools

of our public baths and performed the work quickly. The 100% leak-proof

that take economic considerations into account as well. We’ve really come to

system means peace of mind for decades to come while significantly reducing

appreciate the products and services provided by Steuler Pool Linings.”

operating and refurbishment costs.”
Kathrin Weiß
Andreas Ramsauer

Managing Director of SWE Bäder, Erfurt

Managing Director of Wörgler Wasserwelt, Wörgl
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[PUBLIC]
The attractiveness of any particular public baths is primarily down to the creativity of the
architects. The more ambitious the swimming pool design, the more important it is to
incorporate a reliable waterproofing system into the plans from the outset. It should not
constrain the imaginativeness of the design and yet remain as watertight after years in
service as on day one. By choosing Steuler Pool Linings, you have a partner with wellthought-out, reliable system solutions for your public baths which you can rely upon both
now and for many years to come. Because we use tried-and-tested materials, provide a
fast and reliable on-site installation service and offer solutions that significantly reduce
ongoing maintenance costs – especially for outdoor pools.
Steuler Pool Linings provides turnkey solutions to operators and planners who wish to
reliably implement their innovative designs. A sure guarantee of the future attractiveness
of the public baths.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO TALKING WITH YOU.
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[STEULER-Q7-SYSTEM]
Integrated drainage channels, fascinating water attractions,

And what is already a critical issue for a normal freshwater pool

innovative pool forms and ornate tiling are just a few of the

is even more important for baths that are operated using miner-

countless details where the STEULER-Q7-System demonstrates

al-rich or salt water. Thermal, brine, mineral and seawater baths

its prowess. These are often the areas of a swimming pool that

subject the waterproofing system to a never-ending endurance

aren’t necessarily obvious at first glance. Experts know that

test. An endurance test that the STEULER-Q7-System passes

it’s often here that problems with conventional waterproofing

with flying colours thanks to the outstanding properties of its

systems are to be found, however.

component materials.

[9] Epoxy resin jointing kit
[8] Surface coverings:
ceramic, glass, natural stone

[7] Epoxy resin bedding kit
[6] Adhesive and protective filler
[5] Rubber strip/waterproof sheet
[4] Elastomer adhesive
[3] Elastomer primer
[2] Levelling and priming filler, conductive

[1] Concrete/screed/render
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[SYSTEM BEKAPOOL]
The idea is as simple as it is ingenious: a highly durable and verifiably waterproof plastic lining material is
permanently and mechanically attached directly to the tried-and-tested structural building material concrete.
The result is a composite material system with all the beneficial properties required for swimming pool construction.
PREFABRICATED CONCRETE ELEMENTS WITH INTEGRATED
LINING TECHNOLOGY
This composite material developed by STEULER-KCH represents an innovative, comprehensive modular
construction concept for swimming pools. Specific precast concrete segments with the integrated plastic lining
are fully prefabricated for each project, transported to the building site and installed in just a short space of time.
The prefabricated segments already make allowance for pool equipment and fixtures, such as inlets and
overflows, detailing elements and integrated components, which then just need to be connected up on site.

FROSTPROOF

UV-STABLE

IMPACT
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25%

25% SAVINGS
compared to conventional lining systems

MODULAR CONCEPT
for high-quality prefabrication

DUAL SYSTEM
for new construction projects and refurbishment work
STEULER Pool Linings
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[IMPLEMENTATION AS PLANNED]
Experience, expert analysis and the right design concept are all essential for cost-effective and technically sound project
implementation. STEULER-KCH Pool Construction provides you with all of the necessary services under one roof: planning consultation - structural analysis - water circulation system design - construction. And you have a single point of contact for
everything concerning your building project. This results in highly efficient and reliable project management.
We have the experience and technical expertise needed to develop a well-thought-out, reliable and practical solution for every
situation. We have the materials, the technology and the experienced specialists that afford us the extra flexibility needed to be
able to accommodate unique and unusual requirements too.
Our solutions are developed in dialogue with our clients, after considering all of the relevant factors and requirements. Because
one thing is certain: sound, reliable, long-term solutions only arise once all aspects and data have been taken into account in
their entirety, and down to the smallest of details. We don’t see swimming pool construction as a series of discrete services – we
combine materials, engineering and installation into a highly effective complete package.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO TALKING WITH YOU SOON.
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[SUSTAINABILITY THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF]
Sustainability – a term that illustrates our philosophy: constructive ideas, tried-and-tested materials and comprehensive advice down to the smallest
of details demonstrate that STEULER-KCH thinks that crucial step ahead. Building materials, prefabricated elements and technical solutions are
never evaluated in isolation, but always in context and individually tailored to one another. The service life of the various materials used is of key
importance when it comes to minimising the replacement frequency and the cost of performing unnecessary renovation work. Another important
aspect is selecting technologies and building materials that keep the cost of servicing, cleaning, care and maintenance to an absolute minimum. By
doing so, the right system pays for itself each and every day.
The raw and building materials used should be recyclable and readily available. Possible environmental impact, including during production and when
in service, should be considered too – likewise the pollution that may arise after being in service for a long period of time or during decommissioning.
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When it comes to developing our projects, we place great importance on a material-compatible design and a well-though-out overall concept that
takes all of the relevant work stages and technical aspects into account. We see ourselves as partners of our clients and facility operators, providing
them with ongoing support throughout the long and reliable lifetime of their pools.
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STEULER-KCH GMBH
SCHWIMMBADBAU
BERGGARTEN 1 | 56427 SIERSHAHN | GERMANY
PHONE:

+49 2623 600-196

FAX:

+49 2623 600-582

MAIL:

SCHWIMMBADBAU@STEULER-KCH.DE

WWW.STEULER-SCHWIMMBADBAU.DE
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